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Abstract - The new developments in the field of information technology offer the people enjoyment, comforts and 

convenience. Cloud computing is one of the latest developments in the IT industry also known as on-demand computing. It 

provides the full scalability, reliability, high performance and relatively low cost feasible solution as compared to 

dedicated infrastructures. Because of the attractive features of cloud computing many organizations are using cloud 

storage for storing their critical information. The data can be stored remotely in the cloud by the users and can be 

accessed using thin clients as and when required. One of the major issues in cloud today is data security. Storage of data in 

the cloud can be risky because of use of internet by cloud based services which means less control over the stored data. 

One of the major concern in cloud is how do we grab all the benefits of the cloud while maintaining security controls over 

the organizations assets.  Security controls in Cloud Computing are not different than security controls in IT 

environment. It is critical for IT Leaders to begin recognizing how these outsourced data service models impact 

organizational risk. Despite the potential gains achieved from the cloud computing, the organizations are slow in accepting 

it due to security issues and challenges associated with it. Security is one of the major issues which hamper the growth of 

cloud. The idea of handing over important data to another company is worrisome; such that the consumers need to be 

vigilant in understanding the risks of data breaches in this new environment. This paper introduces a detailed analysis of 

security issues involved in cloud computing. 

 

Index Terms - Cloud computing, Data centers, Virtual machines and Secure multi-party computation. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________  

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the significant advances in Information and Communications Technology (ICT) over the last half century, there is an 

increasingly perceived vision that computing will one day be the utility. This computing utility will provide the basic level of 

computing service that is considered essential to meet the everyday needs of the general community. To deliver this vision, a 

number of computing paradigms have been proposed, of which the latest one is known as Cloud computing.  Computing is being 

transformed to a model consisting of services that are commoditized and delivered in a manner similar to traditional utilities such 

as telephony. In such a model, users access services based on their requirements without regard to where the services are hosted 

or how they are delivered. Several computing paradigms have promised to deliver this utility computing vision and these include 

cluster computing, grid computing and more recently Cloud computing. The latter term denotes the infrastructure as a “Cloud” 

from which businesses and users are able to access applications from anywhere in the world on demand. Thus, the computing 

world is rapidly transforming towards developing software for millions to consume as a service, rather than to run on their 

individual computers. At present, it is common to access content across the internet independently without reference to the 

underlying hosting infrastructure. This infrastructure consists of data centers that are monitored and maintained around the clock 

by content providers.  Since user requirements for cloud services are varied, service providers have to ensure that they can be 

flexible in their service delivery while keeping the users isolated from the underlying infrastructure. Recent advances in 

microprocessor technology and software have led to the increasing ability of commodity hardware to run applications within 

Virtual Machines (VMs) efficiently. VMs allow both the isolation of applications from the underlying hardware and other VMs, 

and the customization of the platform to suit the needs of the end-user. Providers can expose applications running within VMs, or 

provide access to VMs themselves as a service (e.g. Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud) thereby allowing consumers to install their 

own applications 

 

A number of computing researchers and practitioners have attempted to define cloud computing in various ways. Here   are some 

definitions:  

 Cloud computing is defined as a pool of virtualized computing resources. Based on this virtualization, the cloud 

computing paradigm allows workloads to be deployed across physical machines via virtual resources.  

 Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on demand on network access to a shared pool of configurable 

computing resources that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider 

interaction. 

 Cloud Computing is a platform or infrastructure in which dynamically scalable resources are provided as a service 

through internet, enabling users to process the data outside the boundaries of the company, providing economical 

benefits  through virtualized and shared infrastructure without the need of expertise nor knowledge over the underlying 

technology. 
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Figure.1 presents an overview of the cloud computing reference architecture, which identifies the major actors, their activities and 

functions in cloud computing. The diagram depicts a generic high-level architecture and is intended to facilitate the understanding 

of the requirements, uses, characteristics and standards of cloud computing 

 
Figure.1 

Cloud computing offers numerous advantages both to end users and businesses of all sizes. The obvious huge advantage is that 

there is no need to support the infrastructure or have knowledge, necessary to develop and maintain the infrastructure, 

development environment or application, as were things up until recently. The burden has been lifted and someone else is taking 

care of all that. Businesses are now able to focus on their core business by outsourcing all the hassle of IT infrastructure. Some of 

the most important advantages of cloud computing are: cost efficiency, convenience and continuous availability, backup and 

recovery, cloud is environmentally friendly, scalability and performance, increased storage capacity, quick deployment and ease 

of integration.  

There are three basic kinds of cloud service models. Each share similarities but have their own distinct differences as well. These 

service models are Infrastructure-as-a-Service, Software-as-a-Service and Platform-as-a-Service. It helps to think of these services 

in layers. Figure.2 depicts cloud service models. 

 
Figure.2 

 Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS): 
       Infrastructure-as-a-Service is the first layer and foundation of cloud computing. Using this service model, you manage 

your applications, data, operating system, middleware and runtime. The service provider manages your virtualization, 

servers, networking and storage. This allows you to avoid expenditure on hardware and human capital; reduce your ROI risk 

and streamline and automate scaling. An example of a typical need for this model is someone who needs extra data space for 

processing power on occasion. Infrastructure-as-a-Service allows you to easily scale based on your needs and you only pay 

for the resources used. 

 

 Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS): 

        This cloud service model could be considered as the second layer. You manage your applications and data and the cloud 

vendor manages everything else. Benefits for using Platform-as-a-Service include streamlined version deployment and the 

ability to change or upgrade and minimize expenses. A business with limited resources interested in app testing or 

development might find Platform-as-a-Service beneficial to eliminate costs of upkeep for hardware. In this model, your 

business benefits because it is not necessary to hire people to maintain these systems.  

 

 Software-as-a-Service (SaaS): 

This is the final layer of the cloud services model. This allows your business to run programs in the cloud where all 

portions are managed by the cloud vendor. Users will have assured compatibility and easier collaboration because all will be 
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using the same software. Your company won’t need to pay extra licensing fees and you can easily add new users. As 

consumers we interact with Software-as-a-Service based applications everyday without even realizing it.  

 

 If you have a team that is able to maintain your hardware, but you want to make it easier to streamline your software 

programs for ease of use and compatibility, Software-as-a-Service will best suit your needs. Larger companies are a good 

example to use in this scenario.  Teams of large people need to be able to work collaboratively in order to achieve your 

company’s goals. By using Software-as-a-Service your team will be able to access the software from a variety of devices, in 

the office or on the go, which allows easier collaboration among your team. 

 

 Cloud services are typically made available via a private cloud, community cloud, public cloud or hybrid cloud. 

Services provided by a public cloud are offered over the Internet and are owned and operated by a cloud provider. Some 

examples include services aimed at the general public, such as online photo storage services, e-mail services, or social 

networking sites. However, services for enterprises can also be offered in a public cloud. In a private cloud, the cloud 

infrastructure is operated solely for a specific organization, and is managed by the organization or a third party. In a 

community cloud, the service is shared by several organizations and made available only to those groups. The infrastructure 

may be owned and operated by the organizations or by a cloud service provider. A hybrid cloud is a combination of different 

methods of resource pooling. Figure.3 represents types of clouds. 

 
               Figure.3 

II. RELATED WORK  

Several papers have been studied in the area of cloud computing security. Cong et al [3] proposes the system uses homomorphism 

token with distributed verification of erasure coded data. It effectively detects an unauthorized access in cloud environment.  

 

Xian Liang [5] proposes a model to manage the virtual machine image in a cloud environment in secure manner. The advantage 

of this system is that the access permission is private so that untrusted parties cannot access the system. The main drawback is that 

the image filters cannot be accurate so that system does not eliminate the risk entirely. 

Traynor. P [14] proposes data protection as services, which offer data security and privacy on cloud platform. These services can 

be provided using full disk encryption technique but it slow down data access time. 

 

Farzad Sabahi [21] proposes the method to provide the security by implementing Hypervisor-based Technology to the data stored 

in third party area. But still there is a lack of security exists in cloud computing. 

 

III. SECURITY ISSUES IN CLOUD COMPUTING 

        With the fast growing of cloud computing technology it introduces more vulnerability. So security is considered to be one of 

the most critical aspects in cloud computing environment due to the confidential and important information stored in the cloud. 

There are a number of vulnerabilities that should be considered by an organization when an organization is ready to handle their 

critical applications with cloud computing environment. These vulnerabilities are described as follows: 

 

 Virtual Machine Attack:  
         Virtualization is an important aspect of cloud computing where the software, operating system and all associated 

components are combined together such that it is independent of the hardware. To run client specific application each 

user has a virtual machine in virtualized environment of cloud. As there are multiple VMs that are running parallel in 

operating system of cloud provider. Therefore it is a tough task to manage the entire VMs. In this type of vulnerability it 

is tedious task to recognize where a particular target VM may reside. In this attack new VMs instance is created until one 

is placed in the target area.  

 

 Malware Injection Attack:  
         Cloud malware injection attack refers to a manipulated copy of the victim’s service instance, uploaded by attacker 

to cloud, so that some service requests to the victim’s service are processed within that malicious instance. An attacker 
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can get access to user data through this attack. The attacker actually exploits its privileged access capabilities in order to 

attack that service security domain. The incidents of this attack include credential information leakage, user private-data 

leakage and unauthorized access to cloud resources. The challenge does not only lie in the failure to detect the malware 

injection attack but also in the inability to determine the particular node on which the attacker has uploaded the malicious 

instance. 

 

 Insecure cryptographic storage: 
         In the cloud, the need to store sensitive information by the web application in the database is important. The 

information can be a credit card number, account details and username & passwords or any other private information. 

Therefore, the use of encryption is necessary. Amateur users usually make a mistake while using encryption. Failure to 

cipher critical data, insecure storage of keys, certificates and passwords, poor selection of encryption algorithms are a 

few of the major mistakes.  

 

 Session riding and Hijacking:  
         Session riding refers to the hackers sending commands to a web application on behalf of the targeted user by just 

sending that user an email or tricking the user into visiting a specially crafted website. Example of session riding 

includes deleting of user data, executing online transactions like orders, sending spam to an intranet system via internet. 

While session hijacking means using of a valid session key to gain unauthorized access of the information that is residing 

on a computer system that gives the chance to hackers to accomplish a wide variety of malicious activities. 

 

 Vendor lock-in:  
         Vendor lock-in is a situation in which a customer using a product or service cannot easily transit to a competitor’s 

product or service. Vendor lock-in is usually the result of proprietary technologies that are incompatible with those of 

competitors. However, it can also be caused by inefficient processes or contract constraints, among other things.   

 

 Insecure APIs: 
         Cloud computing providers expose a set of software interfaces or APIs that customers use to manage and interact 

with cloud services. Provisioning, management, orchestration, and monitoring are all performed using these interfaces. 

The security and availability of general cloud services is dependent upon the security of these basic APIs. From 

authentication and access control to encryption and activity monitoring, these interfaces must be designed to protect 

against both accidental and malicious attempts to circumvent policy. Furthermore, organizations and third parties often 

build upon these interfaces to offer value-added services to their customers. This introduces the complexity of the new 

layered API; it also increases risk, as organizations may be required to relinquish their credentials to third-parties in 

order to enable their agency. 

 

 Denial of service attack:  
         The denial of service attacks mainly focus on web resources, those are provided by cloud service provider. Some of 

the security professionals suggested that cloud is vulnerable to denial of service attacks, because of its sharing of 

resources among their clients. The DOS attacks ensure more damage to the compromised resources in cloud 

environment. The cloud computing operating system poses the heavy workloads on distributed services, then the cloud 

try to provide more computing power to the resources about workloads. Thus, the server component boundaries are 

extended to maximum workload to process for no longer hold. By this way the cloud host is trying to work against 

intruder up to some extent even it supports the attackers by damaging services on resources. Due to this activity service 

availability decreases. As shown in Figure.4 

 

 
Figure.4 

 Data loss and leakage:  
         Data loss, which means a loss of data that occur on any device that stores data. It is a problem for anyone who uses 

a computer. Data loss happens when data may be physically or logically removed from the organization either 

intentionally or unintentionally. The data loss has become a biggest problem in organization today where the 

organizations are in responsibility to overcome this problem. Data Leakage is an incident when the confidentiality of 

information has been compromised. It refers to an unauthorized transmission of data from within an organization to an 
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external destination. The data that is leaked out can either be private in nature and are deemed confidential whereas Data 

Loss is loss of data due to deletion, system crash etc. Totally both the terms can be referred as data breach, it has been 

one of the biggest fears that organization face today. 

 

IV. DATA SECURITY AND INTEGRITY IN CLOUD COMPUTING 

Cloud computing comes with numerous possibilities and challenges simultaneously. Of the challenges, security is considered 

to be a critical barrier for cloud computing in its path to success. The world of computation has changed from centralized to 

distributed systems and now we are getting back to the virtual centralization. Location of data and processes makes the difference 

in the realm of computation. We have the cloud computing wherein, the service and data maintenance is provided by some vendor 

which leaves the client/customer unaware of where the processes are running or where the data is stored. So, logically speaking, 

the client has no control over it. The cloud computing uses the internet as the communication media. When we look at the security 

of data in the cloud computing, the vendor has to provide some assurance in service level agreements to convince the customer on 

security issues. 

 

 Privacy Enhanced Data Outsourcing in the Cloud: 

How to secure outsourcing data in cloud computing is a challenging problem, since a cloud environment cannot be considered to 

be trusted. The situation becomes even more challenging when outsourced data sources in a cloud environment are managed by 

multiple outsourcers, who hold different access rights. The data stored in a cloud database is considered as data outsourcing, since 

they are managed by an external party. For a consideration of security, the outsourced data are generally encrypted so that only 

authorized users can access them. Generally, these outsourced data consist of many data blocks. Data encryption before 

outsourcing is the simplest way to protect data privacy and combat unsolicited access in the cloud and beyond. But encryption 

also makes deploying traditional data utilization services such as plaintext keyword search over textual data or query over 

database a deceit task. At a high level, a searchable encryption scheme employs a pre built encrypted search index that lets users 

with appropriate tokens securely search over the encrypted data via keywords without first decrypting it. 

 

 Privacy-preserving access control for cloud computing:  

The problem of access control on outsourced data to "honest but curious" cloud servers has received considerable attention, 

especially in scenarios involving potentially huge sets of data files, where re-encryption and re-transmission by the data owner 

may not be acceptable. Data security, as it exists in applications, is among these challenges that would raise great concerns from 

users when they store sensitive information on cloud servers. These concerns originate from the fact that cloud servers are usually 

operated by commercial providers which are very likely to be outside of the trusted domain of the users. Data confidential against 

cloud servers is hence frequently desired when users outsource data for storage in the cloud. In some practical application 

systems, data confidentiality is not only a security/privacy issue, but also of juristic concerns. As a significant research area for 

system protection, data access control have been developed to effectively implement fine-grained access control, which allows 

flexibility in specifying differential access rights of individual users. In access control architectures the data owner and cloud 

servers are very likely to be in two different domains. For the purpose of helping the data owner enjoy fine-grained access control 

of data stored on untrusted cloud servers, a feasible solution would be encrypting data through certain cryptographic primitive(s) 

and disclosing decryption keys only to authorized users. Unauthorized users, including cloud servers, are not able to decrypt since 

they do not have the data decryption keys.  

 

 Public remote integrity check for private data: 

Remote data integrity checking is a crucial technology in cloud computing. Recently many works focus on providing data 

dynamics and public verifiability to this type of protocols. Storing data in the cloud has become a trend. An increasing number of 

clients store their important data in remote servers in the cloud, without leaving a copy in their local computers. Sometimes the 

data stored in the cloud is so important that the clients must ensure it is not lost or corrupted. While it is easy to check data 

integrity after completely downloading the data to be checked, downloading large amounts of data just for checking data integrity 

is a waste of communication bandwidth. In remote data integrity checking protocols, the client can challenge the server about the 

integrity of a certain data file, and the server generates responses proving that it has access to the complete and uncorrupted data. 

The basic requirements are that the client does not need to access the complete original data file when performing the verification 

of data integrity and that the client should be able to verify integrity for an unlimited number of times. 

 

 Privacy enhanced keyword search in clouds:  
To ensure confidentiality, the sensitive data are usually encrypted prior to being outsourced. Nevertheless, effective data 

utilization remains a challenging task and there is a clear need for a secure and efficient searching mechanism over the encrypted 

data in the cloud, to increase the usability of the secure cloud environment. Unfortunately, existing works in the area of secure 

searching in the outsourcing scenario usually incur high computational complexity, which makes the approach impractical 

because some of the devices such as mobile are only equipped with limited computational power, the searching mechanism 

should be very efficient, and it should ideally avoid using the relatively expensive techniques. Keyword search is very simple, and 

it enables efficient multi-user keyword search over outsourced data files in the cloud environment. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

Cloud computing offers some exciting opportunities for increased collaboration, working remotely and globally, and cost savings. 

While there are risks associated with moving to the cloud, the risks are no greater than when services are hosted internally. Cloud 
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computing by itself is in evolving stage and hence the security implications in it aren't complete. Achieving complete solution for 

legal issues is still a question. With this level of issues in cloud computing, decision to adopt cloud computing in an organization 

could be made only based on the benefits to risk ratio. The virtual environment of cloud computing users must transfer data 

throughout the cloud. Typically, cloud users know neither the exact location of their data. Consequently, several data security and 

integrity concerns have arisen, including access control, searchable encryption techniques, remote integrity checks etc. One 

possible method to enforce data access control without relying on cloud servers could be to encrypt data and disclose the 

corresponding decryption keys only to the privileged users, but that causes high performance costs. 
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